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P
lasmonic nanoparticles and antennas
have demonstrated significant poten-
tial for enhancing the luminescence of

adjacent emitters.1�6 The mechanisms for
enhancement, however, can be varied, and
the origin of the increased brightness diffi-
cult to unravel. For example, the nanostruc-
ture can serve to increase the local electric
field at the excitation wavelength, resulting
in an increased excitation rate7�9 or, equiva-
lently, absorption efficiency of the emitter.
In addition, the scattering cross-section of
the particle or radiation pattern of the an-
tenna can lead to a higher collection or out-
coupling efficiency for the emitted light.2,10

Finally, and most importantly for this work,
the increased photonic density of states at
the emission wavelength can result, via the
Purcell effect, in an increased radiative de-
cay rate, ΓR, for the emitter.1,2,8�10 This
effect, however, is typically concomitant
with an unwanted and stronger increase in
the nonradiative decay rate, ΓNR, due to
Joule heating of the metal.9,10 In the usual
case where ΓNR . ΓR, increases in quantum
yield, φF, are possible only for emitters with
very low intrinsic yields, φ0 < ΓR/ΓNR.

11 In
this work, we show that instead of being
detrimental, the high nonradiative decay
rate typical of emitters in close proximity
to plasmonic structures can be exploited to
selectively remove unwanted excited states
in a number of physical systems.
In molecular systems, for example, the

buildup of large triplet-state populations
prevents the efficient excitation of organic
molecules with high repetition rates or con-
tinuous sources12,13 and can be a signifi-
cant source of photobleaching.14�17 Indeed,
Hale et al. first proposed and demonstrated
the possibility of using plasmonic nanopar-
ticles to increase the photostability of or-
ganic thin films.18 In a later section we show
that, in that case, the effect fits into the
“diffusive regime”, which has several advan-
tages, but where resonant effects play a

secondary role. In inorganic semiconduc-
tors, plasmonic “sinks” could be used to
selectively reduce the lifetime of recombina-
tion centers19 and defect-bound excitons20

or to quench the long-lived surface states
that are the source of unwanted “blinking” in
colloidal quantum dots.21 We will show that
if the unwanted state possesses a nonzero
transition dipole moment to a lower lying
state, its decay rate can be selectively in-
creased by up to 4 orders of magnitude. This
is a significant departure from previous work
on plasmonic fluorescence enhancement,
where the radiative decay rate from a useful
transition is enhanced. Here we focus on
resonantly enhancing the total decay rate
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ABSTRACT

The use of plasmonic nanostructures for the removal of unwanted long-lived states is

investigated. We show that the total decay rate of such a state can be increased by up to 4

orders of magnitude, as compared to its intrinsic radiative decay rate, while leaving other

neighboring optical transitions unaffected. For the specific case of molecular triplet excited

states, we show that the use of a “plasmonic sink” has the potential to reduce photobleaching

and ground-state depletion by at least 2 orders of magnitude. We consider, in addition, the

impact of such structures on the performance of organic semiconductor lasers and show that,

under realistic device conditions, plasmonic sinks have the capacity to increase the achievable

laser repetition rate by a factor equal to the triplet decay rate enhancement. We conclude by

studying the effect of exciton diffusion on the triplet density in the presence of metallic

nanoparticles.

KEYWORDS: plasmons . sinks . nanoshells . Purcell effect . quenching . triplets .
organic lasers . photobleaching . nonradiative decay
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of an unwanted transition, while leaving the useful
transition unaffected. This allows us to use the highΓNR

typical of plasmonic structures, often considered a
detriment, to our advantage.
The emphasis of this study will be on the selective

removal of triplet excitons from fluorescent molecules
under high excitation rates, although the same princi-
ples hold equally for other systems. In particular, we
will show that a modest enhancement of the total
decay rate, ΓT = ΓR þ ΓNR, at the triplet energy, can
increase the effective photostability by more than 2
orders of magnitude due to reduced ground-state
depletion and photobleaching. We consider the case
where stimulated emission is absent, mimicking the
conditions observed in confocal scanning micro-
scopy,12 fluorescence lifetime imaging, and organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),13,22 as well as the case
where it is present such as in dye lasers23 or optically
pumped organic semiconductor lasers (OSL).24�29 In
the latter, we find that although the short-time dy-
namics are left mostly unaffected, the achievable OSL
repetition rate is increased by a factor ΓT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plasmonic Sink Model. As a model plasmonic sink, we
consider spherical silica core/Au shell nanoparticles
with, for simplicity, a fluorescent molecule positioned
a distance d away from the nanoparticle surface. Such
positioning can be achieved either through chemical
means or via a dielectric spacer layer.30 Specific experi-
mental realizations and the consequences of spatial
averaging will be considered in the last section. While
far from exhaustive, the choice of core/shell particles as
a plasmonic sink is based on the well-established
synthesis of nanoshells, the narrow plasmonic reso-
nance of these particles, and the ease with which the
resonance spectral position can be tuned within the
visible and near-infrared.18,31�33 Moreover, the large
local density of states on resonance can lead to en-
hancements of the radiative and nonradiative decay
rates of nearby emitters bymore than 3 and 4 orders of
magnitude, respectively.

In the weak coupling regime, the total decay rate
enhancement, ΓT, of an emitter placed in an inhomo-
geneous environment can be related to the rate of
energy dissipation, PT, experienced by a classical elec-
tric point dipole:34 ΓT = PT/P0, where P0 is the power
radiated by the dipole in a homogeneous environ-
ment. The electromagnetic fields due to a dipole
radiating a distance d from ametallic core/shell particle
with inner radius ra and outer radius rb, with a dielectric
core of refractive index nc, embedded in a dielectric
environment with refractive index nbg, are obtained by
imposing appropriate boundary conditions at the sur-
faces of the particle (see Methods). This formalism
enables us to calculate the enhancement of the rate at
which energy leaves a dipole antenna system through
radiative (ΓR = PR/P0), where PR = PT� PNR, and through
nonradiative (ΓNR = PNR/P0) pathways. To demonstrate
the tunability of core/shell particles, the spectral de-
pendence of ΓR and ΓNR is shown in Figure 1a, for a
horizontal dipole located d = 15 nm from a Au
nanoshell35 of outer radius rb = 11 nm (nc = 1.5 and
nbg = 1.7).

For the particles to bewell suited as excitation sinks,
they must not quench the useful emission. From
Figure 1a, we see that for this to be the case the
emission needs to be shifted from the resonance
position by at least 50 nm. It is also clear from the
figure that, on resonance, the decay rate enhancement
is mostly nonradiative in nature. Figure 1b shows the
spectral dependence of ΓT as a function of distance
between the dipole and outer nanoshell surface.
We find that for dipoles located within 5 nm the decay
rate is enhancedbymore than104, but that thenanoshell
is also effective in enhancing the decay rate of dipoles
located as much as d = 50 nm away. The inset shows the
quantum efficiency in proximity to the nanoshell of an
emitter with unity internal quantum efficiency (φ0 =
100%), namely, ΓR/(ΓR þ ΓNR). We find that the off-
resonance efficiency can be left relatively unaffected for
distances d > 20 nm, while simultaneously maintaining a
large decay rate enhancement for the unwanted transi-
tion (on resonance).

Figure 1. (a) Enhancement of the radiative (bottom) and nonradiative (top) decay rates obtained for a horizontal dipole
located at a distance d = 15 nm from a Au nanoshell [nc = 1.5, nbg = 1.7] of outer radius rb = 11 nm, for varying values of ra, the
inner core radius. (b) Contour map of the total decay rate enhancement for a nanoshell with ra = 9 nm, rb = 11 nm shown as a
function of the distance between the dipole and the outer shell surface. The inset shows the resulting quantum efficiency
assuming an emitter with unity internal quantum efficiency.
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Organic Molecules in the Absence of Stimulated Emission. As
an example application, we consider the effect that
nanoshells can have on the triplet states that exist in
organic molecules. In the lowest order approximation,
radiative transitions from the triplet state (total spin S=1)
to the singlet (S = 0) ground state are forbidden.36,37

As a result, the “dark” triplet state is the source of
blinking in single-molecule fluorescence,38 annihila-
tionmechanisms in lasers23�26 and a significant source
of photobleaching.12,14,15 Spin�orbit coupling, how-
ever, mixes the singlet and triplet states, imparting the
transition with a finite transition dipole moment. In the
absence of extraneous quenching mechanisms, such
as are provided by impurities or energy transfer to the
triplet ground state of molecular oxygen,37,39 triplet
lifetimes are typically on the order of 10�4�1 s.36,37

The molecular energy level structure that we are
considering is depicted in Figure 2. Upon nonresonant
optical excitation, high-energy electronically excited
states,Sn, aregeneratedwithin the singletmanifold. These
excitations rapidly relax through internal conversion (IC)
andvibronic relaxation to thebottomofS1, thefirst excited
singlet state, with typical rates kIC≈ 1011�1013 s�1. Here,
we ignore this fast initial relaxation and treat both the
singlet and triplet states as effective two-level systems.
To simplify the discussion, we also ignore nonradiative
internal conversion from S1 to S0 and intersystemcrossing
from T1 to S0. As a result, singlet excitations are lost only
via radiation and intersystem crossing to the triplet
state (Ermolaev's rule37) and triplets are lost only via

radiation. These assumptions are clearly molecule- and

environment-dependent,40 but they allow us to directly
express the singlet and triplet lifetimes as τS/ΓT(ES) and τT/
ΓT(ET), where τS, τT are thebare singlet and triplet lifetimes
and the decay rate is evaluated at their respective en-
ergies, ES and ET. In proximity to the plasmonic sink,
however, the importanceof these assumptions is reduced
since transition-dipole-induced transitions can be made
to dominate over other radiationless pathways.

Following Xu et al., we neglect fluorescence decay
within the duration of the excitation pulse and define
an excitation probability per molecule, a, which is
related to the absorption cross-section, σa, and the
incident irradiance I(t):17

a ¼ 1 � exp( � σa

Z
I(t) dt) (1)

where the irradiance is integrated over a single pulse.
In this picture, the number of photons emitted by
fluorescence after a single pulse is given by NFL =
aφFN0, where N0 is the total number of molecules
and φF is the quantum efficiency.

We first consider the effect of reducing the triplet
lifetime by examining the change in fluorescence inten-
sity as a function of the pulse number. The emitter
intersystem crossing yield, φISC, is defined such that after
each pulse aφISCNg(n) of the excitations are funneled to
the triplet state, where Ng(n) is the ground-state popula-
tion immediately before the nth exciting pulse. In the
absence of annihilation mechanisms, the ground-state
population can be calculated by assuming that all sing-
lets from the previous pulse have decayed.17 We find

Ng(n) ¼ N0
1 � e�Δt=τT þ aφISC(1 � aφISC)

ne�(nþ 1)Δt=τT

1 � e�Δt=τT (1 � aφISC)

(2)

where Δt = 1/f is the spacing between pulses, f is the
repetition rate, and τT is the triplet lifetime.

The resulting fluorescence intensity is shown using
dashed lines in Figure 3a for the case φISC = 0.01, f = 80
MHz, and τT = 100 μs. We find that for large excitation
probabilities, a, the fluorescence intensity decreases
rapidly after >103 pulses due to a depletion of the
ground state. The molecules are “trapped” in the dark
triplet state. It is clear from the results shown in
Figure 3a that significant ground-state depletion oc-
curs only for a ≈ 1. These, however, are precisely the
conditions that are often used in single- or few-mole-
cule spectroscopy, where a high irradiance is needed
to obtain an observable fluorescence signal. The solid
lines in Figure 3a show the fluorescence intensity in the
presence of nanoshells designed to increase the decay
rate at a triplet wavelength, λT = 750 nm, chosen to
correspond to the results shown in Figure 1b. We use a
decay rate enhancementΓT = 100, which is achieved at
a distance d = 20 nm, resulting in an effective lifetime
τT/ΓT = 1 μs and a quantum efficiency reduction of less
than 50% for fluorescence wavelengths λS < 550 nm.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the energy levels
that participate in the photoemission process. Nonresonant
excitation brings themolecule to a highly excited state. This
state relaxes to the bottom of the excited singlet state (S1)
by internal conversion (IC) and vibronic relaxation. Some
fraction of the excitations are funneled to the long-lived
triplet state (T1) by intersystem crossing. Excited singlets
and triplets relax to the ground state with respective life-
times τS and τT. To simplify the discussion, we assume that
both transitions are radiative in nature. As a result the
reduction in triplet lifetime resulting from the presence of
the plasmonic sink is simply τT/ΓT.
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We find that even for a = 1, the steady-state value,
which can be shown to beNg(n) = (1þ aφISCτT/Δt)

�1 for
Δt/τT , 1, remains greater than 50% at 80 MHz. It can
also be shown that steady state is reached after fewer
pulses, n ≈ τT/ΓTΔt, for the reduced triplet lifetime.17

In addition to reducing the ground-state depletion,
the increased triplet decay rate can significantly im-
prove the dye photostability. Indeed, triplets are well
known to be a significant pathway for photobleaching.
For example, excitations in the Tn manifold can be
photoionized, resulting in the formation of free radi-
cals, which can react with ionic species or lead to
irreversible photoproducts due to the formation of
singlet oxygen.14,15,37 Indeed, excitations into high-
lying triplet states have been identified as the main
pathway for bleaching in two-step photolysis.15 The
reasons for this are twofold: the triplet�triplet absorp-
tion cross-section is often larger and spectrally broader
than that for singlet�singlet absorption and, at the
repetition rates used under typical experimental con-
ditions for imaging, most excited singlets have relaxed
to the ground state prior to the arrival of the next pulse,
while in contrast most triplets are still in the excited
state. Note that Enderlein has previously considered
potential increases in photostability due to enhance-
ments of the molecular fluorescence rate in the proxi-
mity of metallic structures.41,42 For the triplet sinks
discussed in the previous section, the fluorescence rate
enhancement is negligible and we ignore this effect.

If we assume that the probabilities for photodegra-
dation from the singlet and triplet state are QSb and
QTb, respectively, and ignore photobleaching reactions
from higher lying states, we can derive a set of coupled
difference equations for the triplet and ground-state
populations immediately before the nth pulse:14,17

NT(n) ¼ e�Δt=τT [NT(n � 1)þ aφISC(1 �QTb)Ng(n � 1)] (3)

Ng(n) ¼ [1 � a(Qb þφISCe
�Δt=τT )]Ng(n � 1)

þNT(n � 1)(1 � e�Δt=τT ) (4)

where we have defined Qb = φISCQTb þ (1 � φISC)QSb.
These equations can easily be solved analytically. To
our knowledge, there have been no reportedmeasure-
ments ofQSb andQTb. The overall photobleaching yield
Qb, however, has been measured for a number of
dyes.15,43,44 The dashed lines in Figure 3b show the
relative fluorescence yield obtained from the solution
of eqs 3 and 4 by assuming a fluorescence lifetime τS =
5 ns and equal reactivities for bleaching kSb = kTb =
100 s�1, such thatQSb = kSbτS andQTb = kTbτT, from the
singlet and triplet states, respectively. The “kink” ob-
served in the fluorescence marks the transition be-
tween fluorescence loss dominated by ground-state
depletion and that dominated by irreversible photo-
bleaching. Photobleaching is clearly the dominant loss
mechanism for low excitation probabilities. The fluo-
rescence intensity as a function of pulse number, in the
presence of the plasmonic sink, is shown as solid lines
in Figure 3b. Again, assuming ΓT = 100, it can be seen
that the dye photostability can be increased, in some
cases, by >2 orders of magnitude. If the triplet lifetime
is reduced further, however, such that φISCτT < τS,
photobleaching via the singlet state becomes the
dominant pathway.

Organic Molecules in the Presence of Stimulated Emission.
The presence of triplets is also well known to be a
limiting factor for the realization of continuous wave
(CW) dye lasers. In many cases, triplet�triplet absorp-

tion (TTA) due to the excitation of triplets, T1, to higher
lying states Tn is responsible for increasing the losses
under CW operation. Dye jets and triplet quenchers
such as oxygen or cyclooctatetraene are commonly
used to overcome TTA.16,45 In optically pumped or-
ganic semiconductor lasers, the solid-state analogue
of dye lasers, triplets also limit CW and quasi-CW
operation.26,27 This can occur both through TTA and
singlet�triplet annihilation (STA). In the latter, energy
is lost when a singlet transfers its excitation to a
neighboring triplet, thus exciting it to a higher energy
level, Tn, which subsequently relaxes. For example,

Figure 3. (a) Relative fluorescence intensity given for different values of the excitation probability, a, as a function of the
number of exciting pulses, for f = 80 MHz. It is seen that for high excitation probabilities, the ground state becomes highly
depleted. The solid lines show the relative fluorescence intensity for the reduced triplet lifetime resulting from the presence
of the plasmonic sink. (b) Relative fluorescence intensity accounting for both ground-state depletion and photobleaching
withmicroscopic reactivities kSb = kTb = 100 s�1 from the singlet and triplet states. The solid lines show the strong increase in
photostability resulting from the reduced triplet lifetime. For (a) and (b), the number of photons emitted per pulse is obtained
by multiplying the relative fluorescence intensity by aφFN0, where N0 is the number of molecules.
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under CW excitation, lasing in OSLs was shown to
persist for <150 ns even at pump powers twice that
of threshold.26 In this section, we model the effect of
the plasmonic sink on an OSL (see Methods) using
material parameters, given in Table 1, that are typical of
low molecular weight and polymer lasers.25,26

The transient output intensity of the laser for ex-
citation with a square pulse at a pump rate R = 1.5Rth0,
where Rth0 is the laser threshold in the absence of
triplets, is shown as the dashed lines in Figure 4 for the
case of STA or TTA for two different values of φISC.
Relaxation oscillations are present at short times, but
the most salient feature is the rapid quenching of
lasing action when either STA or TTA is present. The
solid lines show the transient behavior in the presence
of the plasmonic sinks. It can be seen from Figure 4
that, in this case, the laser pulse duration is only slightly
increased. Indeed, from eq 9 (see Methods) it is clear
that for Δt/τT , 1 the triplet density is simply the
integral of φISCR(t). In fact, in the single-pulse regime,
lasing can always be achieved for pump rates above
Rth0, provided that the excitation pulse is made short
enough. The situation, however, changes drastically in
the multipulse regime.

Following our previous analysis and again assum-
ing that the singlet population has decayed prior to the
arrival of each pulse, but neglecting ground-state
depletion, we can solve for the steady-state triplet
density:

NT ¼ Ke�Δt=τT

1 � e�Δt=τT
(5)

with κ� φISC
R
R(t) et/τT dt, where the integral is defined

over one pulse duration. The steady-state triplet den-
sity is shown in Figure 5a as a function of repetition rate
for different pump rates assuming 20 ns long square
pulses. Also shown in the figure is the corresponding
triplet density in the presence of the plasmonic sink.
Concomitant with the decrease in lifetime of 2 orders
of magnitude, we find an increase of 2 orders of
magnitude in the achievable repetition rate for a given
triplet density. If Δt/τT , 1, the repetition rate needed
to achieve a given triplet density can be shown to be
proportional to ΓT, the reduction in the triplet lifetime.

This finding also allows us to determine the max-
imum achievable repetition rate when either STA or
TTA is present. Figure 5b shows the ratio Rth

STA(TTA)/Rth0,
where Rth

STA(TTA) is the excitation rate threshold in the
presence of STA (TTA), for varying excitation rates R.
The end points to each curve show the maximum
repetition rate that can be achieved for the specified
pump power. We find that the reduced triplet density
at higher repetition rate for reduced triplet lifetimes
directly correlates to an increase in the achievable OSL
frequency.

Design Considerations and the Diffusive Regime. Until
now, we have considered the decay rate enhancement

resulting from a dipole with a horizontal orientation
located at a fixed distance from the nanoshell. The
distance was chosen to achieve a reasonable compro-
mise between the reduction in quantum efficiency and
that in triplet lifetime. In practice, the optimal approach
depends on the situation at hand. For imaging in
solution,46 where molecules are subject to diffusion,
directly attaching the dye molecule to the outside (or
even inside) of the nanoshell is a viable approach.30,47

This approach is also suitable for the case of immobile
molecules such as those in a lightly doped matrix.
Loading the matrix with nanoparticles is also possible,
and at densities with a surface to surface spacing of
>60 nm, near-field coupling effects are negligible. The
density, however, must be high enough to effectively
quench the triplet state, but not so high as to cause
extraneous quenching of the useful emission.

The most advantageous situation is found for the
case of neat organic films such as those used in OSLs
and OLEDs. In those cases, the excited states are
mobile singlet and triplet excitons, which can hop
between adjacent molecules.36 Due to their long life-
times, triplet excitons possess diffusion lengths much
larger than those of their singlet counterparts. For
example, reported triplet diffusion lengths are in the
102�104 nm range48,49 as compared to singlet diffu-
sion lengths, which rarely exceed 30 nm.50 The initial

TABLE 1. Organic Laser Material Parameters

parameter value

σe 10�16 cm2

σTT 10�17 cm2

kST 10�10 cm�3 s�1

τS 5 ns
τT 100 μs
Rcav 15 cm�1

β 10�4

n 1.7

Figure 4. Output intensity from an OSL, using the para-
meters given in Table 1, excited with a square pulse of tR =
35ns rise time, at an excitation rateR=1.5Rth0. The transient
emission is shown for the case of triplet�triplet absorption
(TTA) and singlet�triplet annihilation (STA). In both cases,
the laser emission is short-lived. Also shown is the transient
emission for a reduced triplet lifetime due to the presence of
the plasmonic sink. It is found that the reduced triplet lifetime
does not significantly affect the short time dynamics.
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demonstration of reduced photobleaching in poly-
mer films by Hale et al. fits into this category.18 If the
triplet diffusion length is much larger than the effec-
tive capture radius of the plasmonic sink, resonant
effects play a secondary role and both the singlet and
triplet densities can be assumed to vanish at themetal
surface.

To illustrate this effect, we consider a 1D lattice of
metal nanoparticles, with spacing L. The steady-state
singlet, NS, and triplet, NT, densities are governed by
the diffusion equation:

DS, T
d2NS, T
dx2

� NS, T
τS, T

þGS, T ¼ 0 (6)

where DS,T is the diffusivity, τS,T is the lifetime, and
GS,T is the generation rate of singlets and triplets, as
indicated by the subscript. Regardless of their shape,
the nanoparticles will result in vanishing surface ex-
citon densities. The solution, for a constant generation
rate, is given by

NS, T (x) ¼ ∑
¥

n¼ 1, 3, 5, ::

4
nπ

GS, T
DS, T(πn=L)

2 þ τS, T �1
sin

πnx

L

� �

(7)

The resulting densities, normalized by the densities
in the absence of quenching, NS0,T0, are shown in
Figure 6a for varying lattice spacings. The result, which
depends only on the singlet and triplet diffusion
lengths, LD,S � (DSτS)

1/2 and LD,T � (DTτT)
1/2, is shown

for LD,S = 20 nm and LD,T = 250 nm. It is clear, both
conceptually and from the figure, that an optimum
spacing exists that reduces the triplet density, while
least affecting singlets. This optimum spacing, Lopt,
can be found by maximizing the objective function
NS/NS0 � NT/NT0 and is given in Figure 6b. As ex-
pected, Lopt is on the order of the triplet diffusion
length, but decreases for shorter LD,S. As a result,
for mobile excitons, the spacing between nanopar-
ticles can be several hundred nanometers and still
result in a large quenching efficiency for triplets,

while having a negligible impact on the singlet
concentration. For higher dimensionality, the cap-
ture radius is more important due to the availability
of new escape paths, but the results are qualitatively
similar. Figure 6c and d show the singlet and trip-
let densities obtained using identical parameters
and the 2D optimum spacing Lopt = 150 nm. The
extremely low nanoparticle concentration required
means that optical losses, which scale as the metal
filling fraction, can be kept negligible, justifying our
neglect of additional cavity losses in the analysis of
OSL dynamics.

Figure 5. (a) Steady-state triplet density for excitation with a square pulse of length Tpulse = 20 ns, shown as a function of
repetition rate. The triplet density is also shown with the presence of the plasmonic sink, resulting in an increase in the
achievable repetition rate corresponding to the reduction in triplet lifetime. (b) Relative increase in the laser threshold
Rth/Rth0, due to either STAor TTA, shown for several values of the pumping rate (R). The last point of each curve corresponds to
themaximum achievable laser repetition rate at the specified pump rate. It can be seen that the plasmonic limit corresponds
to an increase in the achievable repetition rate of 2 orders of magnitude concomitant with the reduced triplet density.

Figure 6. (a) Steady-state singlet and triplet densities cal-
culated using eq 10 for plasmonic sink lattice spacings L =
100, 250, and 400 nm, normalized to their densities in the
absence of quenching. Triplet and singlet diffusion lengths
LD,T = 250 nm and LD,S = 20 nmwere assumed. Note that for
smaller lattice spacings, the triplet density is further re-
duced and the singlet density is left relatively unaffected
until the lattice spacing reaches approximately 100 nm. (b)
Optimal lattice spacing, Lopt, calculatedwith theobjective of
maximizing the relative change in triplet density and redu-
cing the relative change in singlet density, is shown as a
function of triplet diffusion length for LD,S = 10, 20, 30, and
40 nm. Note that for shorter singlet diffusion lengths, the
lattice spacing can be made smaller, thus leading to a
stronger reduction in the total number of triplets. (c) 2D
steady-state singlet and triplet densities normalized to their
densities in the absence of quenching obtained for a lattice
spacing L = 150 nm and disks of radius r = 11 nm.
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CONCLUSION
We have investigated the use of metallic nanoparti-

cles as plasmonic sinks for unwanted excitations. We
take advantage of the large nonradiative decay rate
and spectral selection that can be achieved using
localized plasmonic resonances to quench the un-
wanted states, while leaving other states unaffected.
This approach is viable if the unwanted state possesses
a nonzero transition dipole moment, and it results in a
reduced lifetime for that state: τ0[ΓTφT þ (1 � φT)

�1],
where τ0 is its bare lifetime and φT its intrinsic quantum

efficiency. We have shown that for the particular case
of triplet excitations, a modest reduction in the triplet
lifetime ΓT = 100 can result in a photostability increase
of more than 2 orders of magnitude and an increase of
the achievable repetition rate for OSLs concomitant
with the reduction in lifetime. Due to the long diffusion
lengths typical of triplet excitons, this scheme is parti-
cularly advantageous for the case of organic films, as
demonstrated by Hale et al., where the quenching
achievable by a single nanoparticle can be made extre-
mely long-range, while leaving singlets unaffected.

METHODS
Dipole Emission in the Presence of Nanoshells. To calculate the

decay rate enhancements, we follow the aproach by Ruppin,51

who showed that for a solid metal sphere the electromagnetic
fields may be expanded in a series of spherical vector functions,
to express the total power PT emitted by the dipole and PNR, the
power lost nonradiatively due to Joule heating in the metal, in
terms of the Mie scattering coefficients. For a nanoshell, the
solution is expressed in terms of the Mie scattering coefficients
of the nanoshell,52 but is otherwise unchanged.53 We have
established the validity of this formalism through finite differ-
ence time domain calculations.

Organic Semiconductor Laser Model. The rate equations deter-
mining the singlet, triplet, and photon densities, S, in the
presence of stimulated emission are23,26

dNS

dt
¼ (1 � φISC)R(t) �

NS

τS
� kSTNSNT � cNSσeS (8)

dNT

dt
¼ φISCR(t) �

NT

τT
(9)

dS
dt

¼ c(NSσe � Rcav � σTTNT)Sþ βsp
NS

τS
(10)

where σe is the stimulated emission cross-section, Rcav is the
cavity loss, kST is the STA rate, σTT is the TTA cross-section, βsp is
the spontaneous emission factor, and c is the speed of light in
the medium. The confinement factor is assumed to be unity so
that the TTA modal loss can be directly added to the cavity loss.
Note that a key assumption when discussing triplet behavior in
the presence of stimulated emission is whether triplets are
generated with a fixed yield φISC or fixed rate constant kISC. The
high densities of triplets observed under optical excitation in
dye lasers, in guest�host systems with rapid Forster transfer
rates, and using ultrafast spectroscopy suggest that for excita-
tion energies above that of the singlet the dynamics are better
described using a fixed yield.26,28,54�56 In contrast, the assump-
tion of a fixed kISC would lead to a nearly complete depletion of
the triplet state under stimulated emission.
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